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Join Richard ScarryÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s beloved characters Huckle Cat, Sally, and Lowly Worm for a day of

adventure and discovery at the airport. Airplane fans will get an up-close look at the terminal, the

control tower, the runway, and more! Featuring over 70 labeled words and a sticker sheet! Have

hours of fun with this busy adventure from the one and only Richard Scarry!
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Sally, Huckle, and Lowly are supposed to go sailing with Huckle and Sally's father, but it starts to

rain. Father says they will have to stay inside and play, but their friend Rudolf von Flugel saves the

day when he picks the kids up in his airplane-car and whisks them off to the airport for a fun day of

sightseeing. Full of airport fun and "Scarry" mishaps.

RICHARD SCARRY is one of the world's best-loved children's authors EVER! In his extraordinary

career, Scarry illustrated over 150 books, many of which have never been out of print. His books

have sold over 100 million copies around the world, and are currently published in over twenty

languages. No other illustrator has shown such a lively interest in the words and concepts of early

childhood. Richard Scarry was posthumously awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award from the

Society of Illustrators in 2012.



We couldn't find a copy of this book at our local library and the closest stores with it available were

too far of a drive. We love that 's price was the best and we'd get it quickly with our Prime

membership. Richard Scarry's books are the perfect teaching aid for our toddlers because they can

see how every day items are related. It's more than just vocabulary building, it's experiential

knowledge building.Our toddlers are taking their first plane ride this weekend so we've read this for

the last three days and will continue to do so for another three. Even as adults, we learn new

terminology from this book (for example fuselage and windsock). Between the detailed illustrations,

the silly illustrations (a green-suited pig chasing his green top hat at every turn of the page and cars

toppling off a parking garage) and a very simple story line about two kittens going to the airport with

a family-friend on a rainy day, my toddlers remain interested. Two small panels of stickers duplicate

the pictures in the book exactly and are an added bonus. Our only wish is that this book came in a

hardback.

Hilarious book for my 3 yr old who has flown enough to recognize the different aspects of an airport

but is delighted by all the jokes in the book. We've read it almost every night since we got it a couple

weeks ago and we still find some little details we hadn't noticed before. Stickers add to the fun.

Richard Scarry's books are the best! I remember my children loving them and now my

grandchildren. This is a great book for introducing the children to what happens at an airport - where

grandparent arrive and leave.

My child LOVES Richard Scarry books and this one did not disappoint. It has lots of colorful detail

on each page and a cute story line. We love reading it and the stickers were a nice surprise!

We were taking our 5 year old on her first plane ride and this book helped show her all about the

many different things in an airport. I think this book really helped prepare her for her big trip. We

took it with us and read it on the plane, and she was able to point out several things that matched, it

was awesome!

Some great outdoor pictures of airports in here. Toddlers who like airplanes and airports really dig

the pictures and talk about the control tower, radar, wind sock, airplanes taxiing, runway, taking off,

etc.



Great companion to the Richard Scarry Airport board game. My 4 yr old Little loves it.

Cute book. Purchased this for my LO's first plane ride. I'm also going to add her tickets to the back

as keepsakes.
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